
 

 
 

Client computing and mobile users demand more from 
their platforms. Micron’s 2200 PCIe SSD with NVMe 
delivers. 

Our 2200 SSD is a Micron-architected product from 
end to end—from the NAND, controller and firmware, 
to assembly, validation and global support. One 
source. One partner. 

As a leading U.S. vendor who designs and 
manufactures its own SSDs, we’ve achieved a solid 
maturity with our 3D NAND storage technology, 
enabling us to broaden our flash innovation and deliver 
the benefits of fast NVMe with advances in storage 
density to mainstream audiences. 

The client marketplace drives stringent performance-
to-cost requirements.  Our 2200 series enables you to 
deliver NVMe results to a broader audience with 
performance, capacity, endurance and increased 
power efficiency at a more approachable price point.  

 
 

A Better, More Interactive 
Customer Experience 
Your platform. Your customers. Your 
requirements. Your design. Micron’s SSDs 
and validation expertise. 

From inception, to design and qualification, 
through delivery and support, Micron is your 
solid choice for NVMe™ SSD speed and 
power efficiency for mainstream client 
platforms. 

Micron’s 2200 PCIe SSD is sleek, light 
and lightning-fast. Four lanes of PCIe 
speed revolutionize mainstream client 
computing on the go. Our end-to-end 
expertise builds a better SSD.   

Four Reasons End-to-End 
SSD Expertise Matters 
1. Better SSDs come from tight integration 

SSD quality starts with the NAND, controller 
and firmware it’s built on. Micron’s 2200 SSD is 
engineered for results through Micron’s 
expertise in our NAND, controller, firmware, 
validation and supply chain. 

2. Micron knows NAND and SSD controllers 
Our industry-leading 3D NAND technology and in-
house SSD controller and firmware deliver high 
densities, throughput, endurance and power 
efficiency for your client computing storage 
demands. 

3. Silicon-to-systems approach 
The client/OEM marketplace is flooded with flash 
drives built around third-party, spot-market parts. 
Micron designs and manufactures its SSDs from 
the wafer to the architecture, controller and firmware 
to help us put you ahead of the competition.  

4. Short qualification cycles 
Expect the same proven controller, firmware and 
SSD designs we provide with our enterprise SSDs, 
combined with advanced media and leading 
support, quality, and value. Leverage the 
foundational elements that have made Micron a 
proven leader to get you to market faster. 

 

Micron® SSDs for OEMs: End-to-End Product Expertise Matters 

Micron is making it easier than ever 
for mobile users to move to SSDs. 



 

Micron SSDs for OEMs: End-to-End Expertise Matters 
 

Your Specifications, Your Design. Our SSDs, Our Support Expertise. 
NAND, controller and firmware integration builds better SSDs. Working directly with Micron builds a better user 
experience.  From your platform’s inception through the development and release of your SSD specifications, 
Micron has the in-house expertise to deliver. 

 

 

Research: Memory technology research and 
productization leadership (first to ship QLC 
SSD) builds the industry’s broadest memory 
portfolio. 

 

 

Worldwide support and development 
teams: 10 Global Customers Labs 
differentiates and maximizes performance 
and speeds design-in. 

 

Vertical integration: Global 
manufacturing and supply assurance. 
NAND optimized for SSDs and SSD-specific 
component selection. 

 

 

Manufacturing and testing: Industry 
leading, state-of-the-art fabrication facilities and 
processes. Multiple sites easily manage volume 
ramp, and they’re all Micron controlled. 

 

In-house controller: Designed for current  
and future platforms for NAND optimization. 

 

 

Pre-compliance testing: PCB and thermal 
characterization and platform/chipset/OS 
validation (EMI, ESD, UL, CE, etc.). 

 

In-house firmware: Firmware optimization 
(NAND, controllers, performance, form factors) 
with design-level, engineer-to-engineer 
collaboration. 

   

 

Sleek. Light. Lightning-fast. The Micron 2200 PCIe SSD revolutionizes computing on the go. With four lanes of 
blazing PCIe speed, the 2200 delivers high-capacity, high-speed NVMe storage for intense computing workloads on 
mobile workstations, laptops and tablets. The 2200 has the performance, bandwidth and headroom to accelerate 
high-end video editing, capturing and content management.  

With an M.2 form factor, the 2200 is built for solid client computing. With Micron’s 3D TLC 64-layer NAND 
technology, in-house controller and firmware, our supply chain is truly our own. Micron manufacturing, validation and 
global support mean you have a single channel for all communications, efficiently and easily bringing the benefits of 
NVMe/PCIe flash to more of your customers.   
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Contact Us 
Visit Micron’s SSDs for Client Storage for more details on 
client computing storage solutions.  

Contact your Micron sales representative with questions or 
for samples and support. 
 

https://www.micron.com/products/solid-state-storage/client-ssd#/
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